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CHARACTERISATION OF CONDITIONAL
INDEPENDENCE STRUCTURES FOR POLYMATROIDS
USING VANISHING SETS
Terence H. Chan, Qi Chen, Raymond W. Yeung
In this paper, we characterise and classify a list of full conditional independences via the
structure of the induced set of vanishing atoms. Construction of Markov random subfield and
minimal characterisation of polymatroids satisfying a MRF will also be given.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In many applications, random variables involved in a system are often not arbitrary
but satisfy some constraints, among which conditional independence is one major class.
Therefore, characterising the conditional independence structure for random variables
is a very important problem.
There is a variety of “conditional independence” in the literature. Perhaps the most
well known conditional independence concept is in the context of random variables,
where conditional independence refers to that the joint probability distribution can
be factorised in a specific way (as determined by the conditional independence). For
example, that X and Y are conditionally independent given Z means that
Pr(x, y, z) =
Pr(x, z) Pr(y, z)
Pr(z)
.
Alternatively, in the context of undirected graphs, one can define “conditional indepen-
dence” using graph separation. For example, two nodes X and Y are called “condition-
ally independent”1 given Z if the two nodes are disconnected after removing node Z (i. e.,
all paths connecting Xand Y , if exist, must pass through Z). Conditional independence
can also be defined in the context of database relation [6].
Clearly, different “classes” of conditional independence concepts are not necessarily
the same (and in fact they are not). However, they do share many similarities – many
DOI: 10.14736/kyb-2020-6-1022
1 Here, we borrow the convention from Markov random field (which is a graphical model for random
variables satisfying Markov property specified by an undirected graph).
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conditional independence implication rules hold in both contexts. This is in fact one
reason why Markov random field (MRF) can be used as a graphical model for random
variables (which satisfy the conditional independence relations specified by the graph).
The concept of Markov random field first appeared in a work in statistical physics by
Ernst Ising, who used MRF to model some physical properties (spins) of ferromagnetic
materials. In his model, the underlying graph is a rectangular lattice. The idea behind
this is a belief or a model that atomic spin of a particle will be affected (primarily)
only by its neighbours. In other words, conditionally on the states of its neighbours, the
spin is conditionally independent of the other particles. Nowadays, MRFs are used in
many different areas including image modeling and processing [1], wireless and ad hoc
networking [4], modeling for social networks [7, 8], genomics [3] etc.
Instead of defining conditional independence relation as a property of a mathematical
object (whether it can be statistical independence among a set of random variables or
graph separation in an undirected graph), one may also take an “axiomatic approach”
by viewing each conditional independence as a predicate and then define a dependency
model as a set of conditional independence relations satisfying some conditional inde-
pendence implication rules or axioms. For example, a set of conditional independence
relations is called a semi-graphoid if it satisfies the following axioms [5]:
• (Symmetry) X ⊥ Y|Z ⇔ Y ⊥ X|Z
• (Decomposition) X ⊥ Y ∪W|Z ⇒ X ⊥ Y|Z and X ⊥ W|Z
• (Weak Union) X ⊥ Y ∪W|Z ⇒ X ⊥ Y|Z ∪W
• (Contraction) X ⊥ Y|Z and X ⊥ W|Z ∪ Y ⇒ X ⊥ Y ∪W|Z
and a graphoid if it additionally satisfies
(Intersection) X ⊥ Y|Z,W and X ⊥ W|Z ∪ Y ⇒ X ⊥ Y ∪W|Z.
Here, we use the notation X ⊥ Y|Z as a shorthand to that “X and Y are conditionally
independent given Z”. Also, it is well known that the set of conditional independence for
random variables is a semi-graphoid while the conditional independence for undirected
graph is actually a graphoid.
In some senses, the above axioms can be regarded as conditional independence im-
plication/inference rules. Since the conditional independence structures for random
variables and for undirected graphs are not exactly the same, a valid conditional inde-
pendence implication rule for undirected graph could be invalid for random variables.
As an example, the intersection axiom (or inference rule) does not hold in the context
of conditional independence structure for random variables. Another example is
(Strong Union) X ⊥ Y|Z ⇒ X ⊥ Y|ZW
which is satisfied by the conditional independence structure for undirected graph, but
not necessarily for random variables.
This paper alternatively uses polymatroids (and the vanishing atoms defined using
which) as a tool to help capture conditional independence structure for random variables.
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It is well known that for any set of discrete random variables, it is associated with a
Shannon entropy function. Any conditional independence among random variables can
be equivalently written as an equality related to Shannon entropies. Hence, if one can
characterise all Shannon entropy functions, then the conditional independence structure
for random variables can also be determined in theory. However, in practice, it is well
known that obtaining such a characterisation is nearly impossible. Therefore, we instead
use polymatroids which include entropy functions as special cases.
Since all entropy functions are polymatroids, concepts of conditional independence
can be naturally extended in the context of polymatroids. Also, any conditional inde-
pendence implication rules or structure for polymatroids will remain valid for random
variables. It turns out that each full conditional independence (FCI) can be equivalently
represented by a collection of vanishing atomic constraint, each of which is a polyma-
troidal equality (and is indexed by a subset of polymatroidal variables). In other words,
FCIs are merely special cases of vanishing atomic constraints. The main objective of
this paper is to identify the conditional independence structures for polymatroids using
vanishing atomic constraints. Specifically, we aim to answer the following question:
What are the properties of the set of vanishing atomic constraints that cor-
respond to a set of FCIs (or a set of conditional independence induced by an
undirected graph)?
The organisation of our paper is as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the background
on important concepts such as polymatroids and full conditional independence. Section 3
contains the main results, where we offer a characterisation and classification of various
FCIs based on the structure of vanishing atom sets. In Section 4, we extend our work to
subsystems where we re-discover (using a different approach) the graph construction of
Markov random subfield. We also derive the minimal set of inequalities to characterise
polymatroids subject to a MRF constraint.
2. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES
Consider a nonempty set N = {1, . . . , n} whose elements will be referred to as variables
or ground set elements. Sets will often be written with calligraphic typeface (e. g., A,B).
Singletons {A} will be written without enclosing braces. Set union will interchangeably
be written A,B = A ∪ B. Set complement of A (i. e., N \ A) will be denoted by Ā.
Definition 1. Let h : 2N 7→ R be a real-valued function defined on the non-empty
subsets ofN . The function h is called a polymatroid if it satisfies the following conditions:
h(∅) = 0 (1)
h(N )− h(N \A) ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ N (2)
h(A, C) + h(B, C)− h(A,B, C)− h(C) ≥ 0, ∀C ⊆ N and A,B 6∈ C. (3)
The set of polymatroids will be denoted by Γ(N ).
Examples of polymatroids include entropy functions where h(A) is defined as the
joint entropy of a set of discrete random variables (Xi, i ∈ A). For any h ∈ Γ(N ), one
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For example, let N = {1, 2, 3}. Then, as illustrated in Figure 1,
h(1) = Ih(1|23) + Ih(∧12|3) + Ih(∧13|2) + Ih(∧123|∅).
Remark 1. The term Ih(∧Ā |A) is called atomic because for any B ⊆ N , h(B) can be
written as a sum of these atomic terms.
In addition, we will also use the following notations. For any disjoint subsets A,B, C ⊆
N , we denote
Ih(∧A|C) ,
∑








D: C⊆D and A\D6=∅ and B\D6=∅
Ih(∧D̄ |D). (7)
Example 1. Using our convention, we have
Ih(1|2) = Ih(∧13|2) + Ih(1|23)
h(1) = Ih(1|∅) = Ih(1|23) + Ih(∧12|3) + Ih(∧13|2) + Ih(∧123|∅)
Ih(∧12|∅) = Ih(∧123|∅) + Ih(∧12|3)
Ih(12|∅) = Ih(1|23) + Ih(∧12|3) + Ih(2|13) + Ih(∧123|∅).
We can use set notations and Venn diagram to illustrate the meaning of above no-
tations. Roughly speaking, one can imagine that there exist N sets {S1, . . . , SN} such
that











































Remark 2. If h is well understood from the context, then we may drop h and simplify
the notations as
I(∧A|C), I(A|C), and I(A∧B|C).






Fig. 1. Illustration for
h(1) = Ih(1|23) + Ih(∧12|3) + Ih(∧13|2) + Ih(∧123|∅).
Example 2. Suppose h is the entropy function for random variables {Xi, i ∈ N}.
Hence, for any A ⊆ N , h(A) is the joint entropy of random variables (Xi, i ∈ A).
Let A = {1, 2} and C = {3}. Then
• Ih(∧A|C) (or Ih(1∧2|3)) will be the conditional mutual information of X1 and X2
given X3, and
• Ih(A|C) (or Ih(1, 2|3)) will be the joint entropy of X1, X2 given X3.
Definition 2. (Full conditional independence) A full conditional independence (FCI)
is denoted by a tuple
(B1 ⊥ . . . ⊥ Br|A)
where:
1. A is a (possibly empty) subset of N ,
2. B1, . . . ,Br,A are all mutually disjoint
3. B1 ∪ . . . ∪ Br ∪ A = N .
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Definition 3. A polymatroid h is said to satisfy the FCI ψ = (B1 ⊥ . . . ⊥ Br|A) if and
only if
h(N ) = h(A) +
r∑
i=1
(h(Bi ∪ A)− h(A)) . (8)
In fact, if h is the entropy function for random variables {Xi, i ∈ N}, then h satisfies
the FCI if and only if conditionally on (Xi, i ∈ A), the groups of random variables
(Xi, i ∈ B1), . . . , (Xi, i ∈ Br) are mutually independent.
In this paper, we will consider a list of full conditional independences
Ψ = {ψm,m = 1, . . . ,M} (9)
where
ψm , (Bm1 ⊥ . . . ⊥ Bmrm |Am). (10)
Consider the set of polymatroids in Γ(N ) satisfying the list of FCIs in Ψ. Denote the
set as Λ(Ψ,N ) or simply Λ(Ψ).
Lemma 1. (Yeung et al. [9], [10, Chapter 12], Yeung [12]) A polymatroid h ∈ Γ(N )
satisfies the set of full conditional independences Ψ in (9) (or we can also say that Ψ
represents h) if and only if Ih(∧D̄ |D) = 0 for all D such that there exists m for which
1. Am ⊆ D and
2. there exist two distinct Bmi and Bmj such that both Bmi \D and Bmj \D are nonempty.
Motivated by the above lemma, by abusing our notation, we define the vanishing
atomic constraint as follows:
Definition 4. (Vanishing atomic constraint) Let V be a subset of N . Then, by
abusing our notation, we define the set Λ(V,N ) as the set of all functions h where
Ih(∧D̄ |D) = 0 for all D ∈ V . For simplicity, we will call elements D ∈ V (or the
corresponding term I(∧D̄ |D)2) the vanishing atoms.
Definition 5. (Vanishing atoms for FCIs) Consider the set of full conditional in-
dependences Ψ in (9). Then Ψ induces a set of vanishing atoms V such that D ∈ V if
and only if there exists m for which
1. Am ⊆ D and
2. there exist two distinct Bmi and Bmj such that both Bmi \D and Bmj \D are nonempty.
We denote the vanishing atom set as Im(Ψ). By direct verification, Lemma 1 can be
restated as that
Λ(Im(Ψ),N ) = Λ(Ψ,N ).
2We drop the function h in the notation as it is only a generic function.
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With respect to a vanishing atom set V , we will use
IV (∧D̄ |D) ≡ 0 (11)
to denote that D ∈ V . Now, recalling (5) – (7), the terms such as I(∧A|C), I(A|C) and
I(A∧B|C) can always be written as a sum of atomic terms of the form I(∧D̄|D) for some
specific choices of D. Therefore, for simplicity, we will also call these terms vanishing if
all the atomic terms involved in the summation are also vanishing. We will also use
IV (∧A|C) ≡ 0 (12)
to denote that the term IV (∧A|C) is vanishing (with respect to V ). Also, if IV (∧A|C)
is not vanishing, then we will instead use
IV (∧A|C) 6≡ 0 (13)
to denote the relation. Similar notation applies to other terms as well.
Remark 3. Note that IV (∧A|C) ≡ 0 is defined with respect to the vanishing atom set
V and is equivalent to that
Ih(∧A|C) = 0
for all polymatroids h where Ih(∧D|D) = 0 for all D ∈ V .
For any vanishing atom set V , a list of FCIs Ψ is said to represent V if
Im(Ψ) ⊆ V.
In this case, it is obvious that Λ(V ) ⊆ Λ(Im(Ψ)). In addition, if Im(Ψ) = V , then we
call the representation faithful.
3. CHARACTERISATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF FCI
In this section, we show that one can characterise and classify different sets of FCIs
using vanishing atom sets.
3.1. Properties of FCIs
Proposition 1. Consider a set of FCIs Ψ and its induced set of vanishing atoms V =
Im(Ψ). For any C and A 6∈ C, let
K , {B 6∈ C : IV (A∧B|C) 6≡ 0}. (14)
Then IV (∧K|C) 6≡ 0 .
P r o o f . See [2]. 
Definition 6. (Perfect Vanishing Set) A subset of atoms V is called “perfect” if for
any proper subset C ⊂ N , one can partition N \ C into disjoint components A1, . . .Ak
such that
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1. For i = 1, . . . , k, IV (∧Ai|C) 6≡ 0.
2. For any distinct i, j = 1, . . . , k, X ∈ Ai and Y ∈ Aj , IV (X∧Y |C) ≡ 0. Or
equivalently, IV (Ai∧Aj |C) ≡ 0 as all atomic terms involved in IV (X∧Y |C) are
vanishing.
Lemma 2. Consider two partitions of N \ C, denoted by
{A1, . . . ,Ak} and {B1, . . . ,Bm}
such that
1. For r = 1, . . . , k, IV (∧Ar|C) 6≡ 0.
2. For s = 1, . . . ,m, IV (∧Bs|C) 6≡ 0.
3. For any distinct i, j = 1, . . . , k, X ∈ Ai and Y ∈ Aj , IV (X∧Y |C) ≡ 0.
4. For any distinct i, j = 1, . . . ,m, X ∈ Bi and Y ∈ Bj , IV (X∧Y |C) ≡ 0.
Then the two partitions are equivalent. In other words, for any component Ar, there
exists Bs such that Ar = Bs. As a corollary, k = m as well.
P r o o f . Consider any component Ar. We want to show that there must exist some s
such that Ar = Bs. First, it is obvious that there exists at least one s = 1, . . . ,m such
that Ar ∩ Bs 6= ∅. Next, we will show that Ar = Bs.
Let X ∈ Ar ∩ Bs. Then as IV (∧Ar|C) 6≡ 0, we have IV (A∧X|C) 6= 0 for all A ∈ Ar.
Similarly, IV (B∧X|C) 6= 0 for all B ∈ Bs. On the other hand, for any i 6= r and Y ∈ Ai,
IV (Y ∧X|C) ≡ 0. Hence, we prove that Bs must be a subset of Ar. By symmetry,
Ar ⊆ Bs. Thus, we prove that Ar = Bs and the lemma is proved. 
Remark 4. Due to Lemma 2, the variable k (i. e., the number of components partition-
ing N \ C) in Definition 6 is in fact uniquely defined. Hence, we call k the component
order of C (with respect to V ) and it will be denoted as ω(C;V ) or ω(C) directly if V is
understood from the context. Also, for notation simplicity, the components will also be
referred to as
Ω1(C), . . . ,Ωk(C).
Theorem 1. (Vanishing atoms of FCIs are perfect) For any list of FCIs Ψ, its
induced set of vanishing atoms (i. e., Im(Ψ)) is perfect.
P r o o f . Let V = Im(Ψ). According to Proposition 1, for any proper subset C of N ,
one can partition the set N \ C into equivalent classes such that X,Y ∈ N \ C is in the
same classes (or component) if and only if IV (X∧Y |C) 6≡ 0. The theorem then directly
follows. 
Proposition 2. Let V be a perfect set of vanishing atoms. Then the atomic term
IV (∧C̄ |C) ≡ 0 (i. e., is vanishing) if and only if ω(C) ≥ 2.
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P r o o f . Clearly, if IV (∧C̄ |C) 6≡ 0, then for any X,Y 6∈ C, IV (X∧Y |C) 6≡ 0 as well. This
implies that ω(C) = 1.
On the other hand, if ω(C) = 1, then by definition, IV (X∧Y |C) 6≡ 0 for all X,Y 6∈ C.
Proposition 1 thus implies that IV (∧C̄ |C) 6≡ 0. The proposition thus follows. 
Remark 5. Proposition 2 can be viewed as an alternative definition or characterisation
for when a subset C or the atomic term IV (∧C̄ |C) is vanishing when V is perfect.
The following theorem is the converse of Theorem 1 where we will prove that if the
set of vanishing atoms V is perfect, one can construct a list of FCIs Ψ that faithfully
represents V (i. e., Im(Ψ) = V ).
Theorem 2. Let V be a perfect set of vanishing atoms. Define Ψ as the list of the
following FCIs
ψC , (Ω1(C), . . .Ωω(C)(C) |C)
for any C with component order ω(C) ≥ 2. Then
V = Im(Ψ).
P r o o f . Suppose C ∈ V (i. e., IV (∧C̄ : |C) ≡ 0). By Proposition 2, its component order
ω(C) is at least 2. Thus, ψC is a FCI in the list Ψ, proving that C ∈ Im(Ψ).
On the other hand, suppose C 6∈ V , (i. e., IV (∧C̄ : |C) 6≡ 0). By Proposition 1, C has
component order 1. We now want to prove that C 6∈ Im(Ψ). Suppose to the contrary
that C ∈ Im(Ψ). By Definition 5, there exists W and the corresponding FCI ψW such
that
1. W ⊆ C
2. there exist two distinct and disjoint subsets B1 and B2 of N \ C such that both
B1 \W and B2 \W are nonempty.
Suppose X ∈ B1 \ W and Y ∈ B2 \ W. By the construction of ψW , we know that
IV (X∧Y |C) ≡ 0 and further implies that IV (∧C̄|C) ≡ 0, contradicting to the assumption
that IV (∧C̄ : |C) 6≡ 0. The theorem is thus proved. 
Theorems 1 and 2 proved that the “perfectness” property is a necessary and sufficient
condition for when a set of vanishing atoms V can be faithfully represented by a set of
FCIs. In the following example, we illustrate that the condition perfectness is indeed
critical.
Example 3. Let V = {∅}. Note that, IV (X∧Y ∧Z|∅) ≡ 0. The information diagram is
shown in Figure 2, where the vanishing atom will be denoted by the symbol “*”. It can
be verified directly that V is not perfect and that there does not exist any list of FCIs
Ψ that faithfully represent V , i. e., Im(Ψ) = V.
Before we end this subsection, we should reiterate again that the conditional inde-
pendence structure is defined with respect to polymatroids. In this case, a conditional
independence implication rules is valid, if and only if it is valid for all polymatroids.




Fig. 2. Information Diagram showing the vanishing atoms in
Example 3. Here, V is not perfect.
3.2. Markov random fields
Let G be an undirected graph with vertex set N . Here, we assume that G does not have
any edge joining a vertex to itself. In the graph, each node represents a variable. For
any proper subset C of N , we call C a cut set if one can partition N into partitions
C,W1,W2, . . . ,Wk for k ≥ 2 such that
1. Wi is connected in the subgraph G \ C, which is obtained by removing all the
vertices in C and also all corresponding incident edges.
2. for any distinct i, j, vertices Xi ∈ Wi and Xj ∈ Wj are disconnected in G \ C. We
call Wi a connected component in G \ C.
Definition 7. (FCIs induced by MRF) Consider a graph G and any cut set C of G,
it induces the following FCI
ψC , (W1, . . .Wk |C)
where W1, . . . ,Wk are the connected components in G \ C.
We refer such a collection of FCIs as the MRF induced by G and will denote it by
L(G).
Remark 6. Some may refer to a Markov Random Field represented by G as a set of
random variables satisfying the FCIs in L(G). In this paper, our focus is on the properties
of FCIs in L(G). Therefore, we will instead define a MRF as the set of FCIs that are
induced by a graph directly.
As a MRF is a set of FCIs, we can consider the set of vanishing atoms that it induces
(i. e., the set Im(L(G))).
Proposition 3. (Graphical interpretation) Consider a MRF G. Then C ∈ Im(L(G))
if and only if the subgraph G \ C has only 1 connected component.
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P r o o f . Direct verification. 
By Theorem 1, we know that Im(L(G)) must be perfect. However, the following
example will show that the converse is not true – there exists a perfect set of vanishing
atoms V such that V 6= Im(L(G)) for any possible G.
Example 4. (A list of FCIs that are not MRF) Consider the following list of FCIs
Ψ:
ψ1 = (X,Y |Z)
ψ2 = (X,Z|Y )
ψ3 = (Y,Z|X).
The set of induced vanishing atoms V is illustrated in the information diagram in Fig-
ure 3. It can be checked by brute-force that there is no graph G that can faithfully







Fig. 3. Information Diagram of FCIs in Example 4.
Motivated by Example 4, the natural question is: What is a necessary and sufficient
condition for a perfect set of vanishing atoms to be faithfully represented by a graph?
In the following, we will answer this question. Before that, we will need the following
definition.
Definition 8. (Intersection Property) Let V be a set of vanishing atoms. The set
V is said to satisfy the “intersection property” if for any proper subset C of N such that
IV (X∧Z|Y, C) ≡ 0
IV (Y∧Z|X , C) ≡ 0,
then
IV ( XY∧Z|C) ≡ 0.
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Proposition 4. (Intersection property of MRF) Let G be a MRF and V = Im(L(G))
be the associated vanishing atom set. Then V satisfies the intersection property.
P r o o f . Note that IV (X∧Z|Y, C) ≡ 0 is equivalent to that any nodes in X and Z are
disconnected in the subgraph G \ (C,Y). Similarly, IV (Y∧Z|Z, C) ≡ 0 is equivalent to
that any nodes in Y and Z are disconnected in the subgraph G\(C,X ). According to the
intersection property in MRF, we have that both nodes in X and Y will be disconnected
from the subgraph G \ C. This in turns implies that IV (XY∧Z|C) ≡ 0, proving that the
set V satisfies the intersection property. 
Remark 7. As shown in the proof, Proposition 4 is analogous and based on the well
known result that the set of conditional independence defined by an undirected graph
satisfies the intersection property. The difference is only that the context is in conditional
independence for polymatroids.
Corollary 1. Let G be a MRF and V = Im(L(G)) be the associated vanishing atom
set. Suppose C has a component order 1 with respect to V , and X,Y, Z 6∈ C. Then
IV (X∧Z|Y, C) ≡ 0 implies that IV (Y ∧Z|X, C) 6≡ 0.
P r o o f . Suppose to the contrary that IV (Y ∧Z|X, C) ≡ 0. According to the intersection
property in Proposition 4, IV (X,Y ∧Z|C) ≡ 0. This further implies that IV (∧C̄|C) ≡ 0
and also the component order of C is at least 2 by Proposition 2. A contradiction is thus
established and the corollary is proved. 
Theorem 1 and Proposition 4 proved that the set of vanishing atoms induced by a
MRF must be perfect and satisfy the intersection property. In the following, we will
show that the converse is also true. To achieve this goal, we first describe a method to
construct a graph from a set of vanishing atoms.
Definition 9. (Minimal graph construction) Let V be a set of vanishing atoms.
We will construct a graph G as follows:
• The set of vertices is N
• For any X,Y ∈ N , there is an edge (X,Y ) in the graph G if and only if
IV (X∧Y |N \X,Y ) 6≡ 0.
The graph we constructed using the above method will be denoted as GV to highlight
the dependency on V in the construction.
Remark 8. The graph construction was also proposed in [11]. However, there are some
minor differences in the context where the graph is constructed with respect to a set of
random variables. Having said that, the spirit is essentially the same.
Following the same argument used in [11], we can easily prove that if G′ is another
graph that represents (not necessarily faithfully) V , then GV must be a subgraph of
G′. For this reason, we call the above construction the minimal graph construction.
However, as we shall illustrate, GV does not necessarily represent V .
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Theorem 3. (Minimal graph construction for perfect vanishing atom set) Let
V be a perfect set of vanishing atoms. Then
V ⊆ Im(L(GV )).
As a corollary, if GV represents V , then it also faithfully represents V .
P r o o f . Let C ∈ V be the vanishing atom and hence its component order must be at
least 2. Consider any two distinct components say Ωi(C) and Ωj(C). Let X ∈ Ωi(C)
and Y ∈ Ωj(C). Then IV (X∧Y |C) ≡ 0 and thus IV (X∧Y |N \ X,Y ) ≡ 0. It means
that there are no edges connecting X and Y in GV . Using the same argument, one can
conclude that in the graph GV \ C, Ωi(C) and Ωj(C) are disconnected. This implies that
C is also vanishing with respect to Im(L(GV )). The proof thus follows. 
Example 5. Consider the following list of FCIs Ψ:
ψ1 = (X,Y |Z)
ψ2 = (X,Z|Y ).
Its corresponding set of vanishing atoms V is illustrated in the information diagram in
Figure 4. By Theorem 1, V is perfect. With respect to V , GV has only 1 edge connecting
Y and Z. See Figure 5. The set of vanishing atoms is shown in Figure 4 and 5, which
clearly indicate that
V ⊆ Im(L(GV )).
Example 6. Consider the set of vanishing atoms V displayed in Figure 6. Note that
IV (X∧Y ) 6≡ 0 and IV (X∧Z) 6≡ 0 but IV (X∧Y ∧Z) ≡ 0. Therefore, V is not perfect.
On the other hand, the graph GV is shown in Figure 7. Also, it is clear that Im(L(GV ))
is an empty set. This illustrates that the “perfectness” condition V in Theorem 3 is
important in order for the theorem to hold.
Proposition 5. Let V be a set of perfect vanishing atom set and satisfy the intersection
property. Let X and Y be two disjoint nonempty subsets such that
IV (X∧Y |N \XY ) ≡ 0
for all X ∈ X , Y ∈ Y. Then
IV (X∧Y|N \ XY) ≡ 0 (15)
P r o o f . We will prove the proposition by recursion. Assume without loss of generality
that
X = (X1, . . . , Xk) and Y = (Y1, . . . , Ym).
For any 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we will use Xic to denote X \Xi and X[i,j] to denote Xi, Xi+1, . . . Xj .
Let C = N \ XY.












Fig. 5. Example 5: MRF GV and the corresponding vanishing atom
set Im(L(GV )).
As our first step, we aim to prove that
IV (X1∧Y|C,X1c) ≡ 0. (16)
First, by construction,
IV (X1∧Y1|C,X1c ,Y1c) ≡ 0
IV (X1∧Y2|C,X1c ,Y2c) ≡ 0.
Using the intersection property, we have
IV (X1∧Y[1,2]|C,X1c ,Y[3,m]) ≡ 0.
Similarly,
IV (X1∧Y3|C,X1c ,Y3c) ≡ 0.










Fig. 7. Example 6: Graph GV and its associated information
diagram.
Invoking the intersection property, we can prove that
IV (X1∧Y[1,3]|C,X1c ,Y[4,k]) ≡ 0.
Repeating the argument recursively, we can then prove that
IV (X1∧Y|C,X1c) ≡ 0
Similarly, we can also prove that
IV (X2∧Y|C,X2c) ≡ 0
Then using the intersection property,
I(X1X2∧Y|C, X[3,k]) = 0.
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Together with
IV (X3∧Y|C,X3c) ≡ 0,
the intersection property implies that
IV (X[1,3]∧Y|C,X[4,k]) ≡ 0.
Again, repeat the procedure, we can prove that
IV (X∧Y|C) ≡ 0.
The result thus follows. 
Theorem 4. Let V be a perfect set of vanishing atoms that also satisfies also the
intersection property. Then
V = Im(L(GV )).
P r o o f . As V is perfect, by Theorem 3,
V ⊆ Im(L(GV )).
It remains to prove that
Im(L(GV )) ⊆ V.
Let C ∈ Im(L(GV )). Then C is the cut set in the graph GV . By definition, there
are at least two disjoint subsets X and Y such that X and Y are not connected in the
subgraph GV \ C. In other words, for any X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y,
IV (Xi∧Yj |N \XY ) ≡ 0.
Then by Proposition 5, we have that
IV (X∧Y|C) ≡ 0
and hence C is also vanishing. The theorem is thus proved. 
3.3. Summary
In [11], FCIs induced by a graph are studied. This paper extends the results and also
offers a different perspective to the same problem. First, we will restate some of the
results in [11] using our terminology.
Proposition 6. (Yeung et al. [11]) Consider any set of vanishing atoms V . For any
graph G, if
Im(L(G)) ⊆ V,
then G contains GV as a subgraph where GV is constructed as in Definition 9. In other
words, if G is a representation for V , then G contains GV as a subgraph.
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Proposition 7. (Yeung et al. [11]) If there exists the smallest subgraph G representing
V , then G = GV . Also, if GV represents V , then GV is the smallest subgraph representing
V .
Remark 9. We need to point out that Proposition 7 does not imply that
Im(L(G)) = V,
as illustrated by the following example.
Example 7. Consider the same set of vanishing atom set V as in Example 6. GV is
given in Figure 7. It is obvious that GV is the smallest. However,
Im(L(GV )) 6= V.
We will summarise our results in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. (Classification of vanishing atom sets) Let V be a set of vanishing
atoms. Then there are three distinct cases:
Case 1: V is perfect and satisfies the intersection property. In this case,
1. V = Im(L(GV )).
2. GV is the smallest graph that represents V .
Case 2: V is perfect but not does not satisfy the intersection property. In this case,
1. V is a proper subset of Im(L(GV )).
2. GV does not represent V and the smallest graph representing V does not
exist.
Case 3: V is not perfect. In this case,
1. the smallest graph representing V may or may not exist. However, if it does
exists, it is equal to GV .
2. If it does not exist, then GV is not a representation. In other words, Im(L(GV ))
is not a subset of V .
P r o o f . We first prove Case 1. Suppose V is perfect and satisfies the intersection
property. Then Theorem 4 showed that
V = Im(L(GV )).
Also, according to Proposition 7, GV is also the smallest graph representing V .
In Case 2 where V is perfect but does not satisfy the intersection property, Theorem 3
proved that
V ⊆ Im(L(GV )).
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By Theorem 4, the assumption that V does not satisfy the intersection property means
that V 6= Im(L(GV )). Now, since V is a proper subset of Im(L(GV )), GV does not
represent V . By Proposition 7, the smallest subgraph representing V does not exist.
Finally, we will consider Case 3. When V is not perfect, then there is no guarantee
that the smallest graph representing V exists or not. However, Proposition 7 guarantees
that GV is either the smallest graph representing V or that the smallest graph does not
exist. 
4. EXTENSIONS
4.1. Markov random subfield
In the previous section, we consider constraints defined by FCIs assuming that there are
N variables indexed by N = {1, . . . , N}. Consider a set of vanishing atomic constraints
V . These constraints induce the set
Λ(V,Γ(N ))
which is the set of all polymatroids h in Γ(N ) such that
Ih(∧C̄ |C) = 0
for all C ∈ V.
The fundamental question here is to determine the “projection” of this set to Γ(M).
To be precise, let H be a subset of Γ(N ). We define
ProjN→M(H)
as the set of polymatroids h1 ∈ Γ(M) such that there exists h2 ∈ H where
h1(A) = h2(A)
for all nonempty subsets A of M.
Definition 10. (Projecting vanishing atom set) Let V be a vanishing atom set for
N . Let W be defined as follows: For any D ⊆M, D ∈W if and only if
IV (∧(M\D)|D) ≡ 0.
We call W the projection of V from N to M.
Theorem 6. Let V be a vanishing atom set for N and W be the projection of V from
N to M. Then
ProjN→M(Λ(V,Γ(N ))) ⊆ Λ(W,Γ(M)). (17)
P r o o f . Let h2 ∈ Λ(V,Γ(N )). Then, by definition, h2 ∈ Γ(N ) and Ih2(∧(M\D)|D) = 0
for all D ∈W . Let h1(A) = h2(A) for allA ⊆M. It is clear that h1 is also a polymatroid
and hence belongs to Γ(M). Also, Ih1(∧(M \ D)|D) = Ih2(∧(M \ D)|D) = 0 for all
D ∈W . Hence, h1 ∈ Λ(W,Γ(M)). 
The following is an example showing that subset relation in (17) can be proper.
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Example 8. Let N = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Define V as the set of vanishing atoms where
V = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {1, 2}}.
By definition, if h ∈ Λ(V,Γ(N )), then
Ih(∧C̄ |C) = 0, ∀C ∈ V.
LetM = {1, 2, 3}. Then it is straightforward to prove that IV (∧(M\D) |D) 6≡ 0 for all
D ⊆M. Thus,
Λ(W,Γ(M)) = Γ(M).
Let h1 ∈ Γ(M) such that
Ih1(∧M \D |D) =

1 if D = {1}, {2}, {3}
−1 if D = ∅
0 otherwise .
Now, we will show that there does not exist any h2 ∈ Λ(V,Γ(N )) such that
h1(A) = h2(A), ∀A ∈M.
Hence, we prove that ProjN→M(Λ(V,Γ(N ))) is indeed a proper subset of Λ(W,Γ(M)).
Suppose to the contrary that there exists such an h2 ∈ Λ(V,Γ(N )). Let D be a proper
subset of M. Then
Ih1(∧(M\D)|D) = Ih2(∧(M\D)|D, 4) + Ih2(∧(4 ∪M \D) : |D). (18)
By the definition of the vanishing atom set V , ifD = ∅, then Ih2(∧(M\D) : |D, 4) = 0.
Otherwise, Ih2(∧(4∪M\D) : |D) = 0. Together with (18), for any proper subset D of
N , we have
Ih2(∧D̄ |D) =

1 if D = {1, 4} or {2, 4} or {3, 4}
−1 if D = ∅
0 otherwise.
(19)
It is now straightforward to see that
Ih2(1∧4) = Ih2(1∧4|2, 3) + Ih2(1∧4∧2|3) + Ih2(1∧4∧3|2) + Ih2(1∧2∧3∧4)
= −1.
This implies that h2 cannot be a polymatroid, contradicting the assumption that h2 ∈
Λ(V,Γ(N )). Hence, the theorem is proved.
Theorem 7. Let V be a vanishing atom set and W be the projection of V from N to
M. If V is perfect, then W is also perfect. If V satisfies the intersection property, then
so does W .
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P r o o f . Direct verification from definitions. 
Corollary 2. Let V be a vanishing atom set and W be the projection of V from N to
M. If V is perfect and satisfies the intersection property, then GW is the smallest MRF
representing ProjN→M(Λ(V,Γ(N ))).
P r o o f . According to Theorems 6 and 7, W is perfect, satisfies the intersection property
and
ProjN→M(Λ(V,Γ(N ))) ⊆ Λ(W,Γ(M)). (20)
Now, we will show that W is the largest vanishing atom set for (20) to hold.
Suppose C 6∈W . By construction of W ,
IV (∧(M\ C) |C) 6≡ 0.
In this case, there exists C̃ ⊆ N such that
1. C ⊆ C̃
2. M\ C̃ =M\ C
3. IV (∧ ¯̃C |C̃) 6≡ 0.
Define the following polymatroid h2 ∈ Γ(N ) such that
Ih2(∧D̄|D) =
{
1 if D = C̃
0 otherwise.
It is obvious that h2 ∈ ProjN→M(Λ(V,Γ(N ))) and
Ih1(∧(M\ C) |C) = 1
where h1 = ProjN→M(h2). Hence, if W
∗ is some other vanishing atom set containing
C, then h1 will not be contained in Λ(W ∗,Γ(M)) and hence
ProjN→M(Λ(V,Γ(N ))) 6⊆ Λ(W ∗,Γ(M)).
This proves that W is the largest vanishing atom set such that
ProjN→M(Λ(V,Γ(N ))) ⊆ Λ(W,Γ(M)).
Recall that W is perfect and satisfies the intersection property. Then Theorem 5
implies that GW is the smallest graph representing W .
Now, consider another graph G (defined with respect to M) which satisfies the fol-
lowing criteria:
1. W ∗ = Im(L(W ∗))
2. ProjN→M(Λ(V,Γ(N ))) ⊆ Λ(W ∗,Γ(M))
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By previous argument, we know that W ∗ ⊂ W . Hence, it is obvious that GW∗ must
contain GW as a subgraph. The corollary is thus proved. 
In the following, we will consider the following scenario. Let V be a perfect vanishing
atom set satisfying the intersection property, and GV be the corresponding MRF which
faithfully represents V . Now consider the subsystem/subfield on M. By the above
corollary, we know that the subfield GW is the smallest MRF representing
ProjN→M(Λ(V,Γ(N ))). The following theorem illustrates how to construct the MRF
GW directly from the MRF GV .
Theorem 8. (Constructing MRF subfield) The MRF subfield GW can be constructed
from GV via the following procedure:
Markov Random Subfield Construction Procedure: For any distinct
X,Y ∈ N , the edge (X,Y ) is in GW if and only if X and Y are connected
in GV \ (M\XY ) (or in other words, X and Y are connected in the graph
GV after removing nodes from the set M\XY ).
P r o o f . By definition, the graph construction for GW is as follows: For any distinct
X,Y ∈M, the edge (X,Y ) is in GW if and only if
IW (X∧Y |M \XY ) 6≡ 0
or equivalently,
IV (X∧Y |M \XY ) 6≡ 0.
By Proposition 3, IV (X∧Y |M \ XY ) 6≡ 0 if and only if X and Y are connected in
GV \ (M\XY ). The theorem thus follows. 
Remark 10. The above construction of GW from GV was the same as the one proposed
in [11]. However, the proof for the validity of the construction is different. This paper
provides an alternative angle to the same construction.
4.2. Characterisation of minimal inequalities
Definition 11. Let C ⊆ N and A,B 6∈ C. The pair (A,B) is called C-minimal if
1. C is nonvanishing, i. e., IV (∧C̄ |C) 6≡ 0
2. IV (X∧B|C, A) ≡ 0 implies IV (A∧B|C, X) ≡ 0 for all X 6∈ C.
3. IV (Y ∧A|C, B) ≡ 0 implies IV (B∧A|C, Y ) ≡ 0 for all Y 6∈ C.
Theorem 9. (Minimal characterisation [2]) The set of polymatroids satisfying full
conditional independence Ψ is explicitly characterised by the following set of linear
equality and inequality constraints
1. Vanishing atomic equality constraint:
Ih(∧C̄ |C) = 0, ∀C ∈ Im(Ψ).
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2. Minimal submodular inequalities:
I(A∧B|C) ≥ 0 (21)
where (A,B) is C-minimal.
In the following, we show that when Ψ can be faithfully represented by a graph G,
then there is a “graphical” way to identify the C-minimal (A,B) tuples.
Theorem 10. (Graphical characterisation for C-minimal tuple (A,B)) Let V be
perfect and satisfies the intersection property. Then (A,B) is called C-minimal if and
only if
1. C is nonvanishing
2. C, A is nonvanishing
3. C, B is nonvanishing.
Equivalently, the graph GV \ C is connected, and remains so after further removing
either A or B from it.
P r o o f . Clearly, if 1) – 3) are true, then (A,B) is C-minimal. The converse is also true.
To see this, suppose that (A,B) is C-minimal. Then by definition, C is nonvanishing.
Suppose to the contrary that C, A is vanishing. Then there exists X such that
IV (X∧B|C, A) ≡ 0. By definition of that (A,B) is C-minimal, IV (A∧B|C, X) ≡ 0.
The intersection property will further imply that IV (AX∧B|C) ≡ 0. This contradicts
that C is minimal. So we proved that C, A is nonvanishing. Similarly, it is proved for
that C, B is nonvanishing. Hence, the theorem is proved. 
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have characterised various kinds of FCIs constraints. We showed that
the set of vanishing atoms induced by FCIs are often perfect. In addition, if the set also
satisfies the intersection property, then the set of FCIs indeed corresponds to a MRF. We
have also identified how to construct the MRF, which happens to be the smallest graph
representing the FCIs. We also extend our work to Markov random subfields. We re-
discover (and provide an alternative proof for) the Markov random subfield construction
in [11]. Our validity proof is much simpler, relying only on properties of vanishing atom
set. Finally, we derive the minimal characterisation of inequalities for polymatroids
represented by a MRF.
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